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7980 Research in Ministry               October 10–15, 2022 
Doctor of Ministry Seminar  Tim Sensing, DMin, PhD  
 
Course Description 
This seminar is an introduction to research tools and methodology in ministry.  Specific attention is given 
to developing a dissertation/project prospectus.  The candidate must have revisions of the prospectus 
completed and accepted by the faculty committee by no later than May 6, 2023. 
 
Outcomes 

1. Demonstrate the ability to apply research tools to a particular ministry problem and effectively 
address the problem through managing resources available in the local ministry context.  

2. Exhibit the ability to think theologically about ministry challenges.  
3. Demonstrate effective skills in oral, written, or media performance that will increase one’s 

communication and ministerial effectiveness appropriate to one’s particular ministry context.   
4. Exhibit the ability to effectively use research skills in completing a dissertation project and 

successfully defending it before a faculty committee. The student will initiate this ability in this 
class in the following ways: 
a. Identify and describe the nature of the research process. 
b. Identify, describe, and assess the various components of a D.Min. prospectus or dissertation. 
c. Identify a research problem or research question worthy of pursuit in one’s ministry context. 
d. Identify specific methodological strategies appropriate for various research problems or 

research questions. 
e. Develop a dissertation prospectus appropriate for one’s current ministry context. 

 
Accessibility 
HST professors are accessible to local and distance students. Please use the following to arrange 
appointments with me (in person or by phone): 
 
Email: sensingt@acu.edu 
Office Phone Number: 325-674-3794 
   
Credit Hour Workload 
For every course credit hour, the typical student should expect to spend at least three clock hours per 
week of concentrated attention on course-related work, including but not limited to time attending class, 
as well as out-of-class time spent reading, reviewing, organizing notes, preparing for upcoming 
quizzes/exams, problem solving, developing and completing projects, and other activities that enhance 
learning.  Thus, for a three-hour course, a typical student should expect to spend at least nine hours per 
week dedicated to the course. 
   
Textbooks 
Textbooks can now be ordered through a link on the HST website.  The Textbooks tab can be viewed on 
the navigation bar on any page of the website.  Check the book list provided under the Textbooks tab 
(http://hst.edu/students/textbook-services/) for correct ISBN’s and editions to insure correct ordering.  A 
link provided there will take you to Amazon where you will only need to enter the ISBN to order your 
books. 
  

http://hst.edu/students/textbook-services/
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Students with Disabilities 
It is the policy of Harding University to accommodate students with disabilities, pursuant to federal and 
state law.  Any student with a disability who needs accommodation should inform the instructor at the 
beginning of the course.  Students with disabilities are also encouraged to contact Dr. Steve McLeod, the 
Associate Dean, at 901-432-7733. 
  
Library Resources 
If you have not taken 5990 (Advanced Theological Research) or took it more than a year ago, go to the 
HST Web site (www.hst.edu) for information concerning library services to students.  Under the 
“library” tab you will find a link to and instructions for searching the HST online catalog.  There are also 
instructions for using the following databases available through the library: OCLC FirstSearch, 
EBSCOhost, Infotrac, and Religious and Theological Abstracts. Contact the library for passwords to 
these databases.  Also available are the research guides distributed in 5990.  These annotated 
bibliographies list basic tools you will find helpful in your research. 

Academic Integrity 
Academic dishonesty in all its forms is inconsistent with Christian faith and practice, and will result in 
penalties which could include a failing grade for the assignment, a failing grade for the course, dismissal 
from the course, and even dismissal from the school. 
 
Canvas 
This course uses Harding’s Canvas Online Learning System, which is accessed at 
http://elearning.harding.edu. If you have problems gaining access to Canvas, contact HU technical 
support (501) 279-4545. You will need your HST username and your password to log into Harding 
Pipeline. These are the same credentials you use to register for classes via Pipeline. 
 
Required Textbooks 

Sensing, Tim. Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach for Doctor of Ministry Projects. 2nd 
edition. Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2022.  ISBN: 978-1-7252-6771-8. 

Turabian, Kate L.  A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations. Revised by 
Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph M. Williams. 9th edition. Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 2013. ISBN: 978-0226430577 

Supplement to Turabian, (Memphis: Harding School of Theology). To get the supplement go online 
to hst.edu. On the menu at the top, click library. Then go to “Research Tools” in the right 
column and click on “Turabian Supplement”. https://hst.edu/library/research-tools/  

Other Readings 

“What in the World is Research?” Discernment: Theology and the Practice of Ministry 8.1 
(2022). https://digitalcommons.acu.edu/discernment/vol8/iss1/1  

“When Research is not Research.” Journal of Christian Ministry 11 (Spring 2022). 
https://journal.dmineducation.org/2022/03/08/2022-when-research-is-not-research/  

 
Assignments 

1. Canvas Assignments.  I will notify you when the online class is set up.  Assignments and 
due dates are posted below. 

2. Working Outline: The primary objective of this seminar is to prepare you for the task of 
writing your dissertation prospectus.  Thus, this course will give students an opportunity to 
sharpen a dissertation project idea. Throughout the week, students will begin and refine the 

http://www.hst.edu/
http://elearning.harding.edu/
https://hst.edu/library/research-tools/
https://digitalcommons.acu.edu/discernment/vol8/iss1/1
https://journal.dmineducation.org/2022/03/08/2022-when-research-is-not-research/
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outline. A final version of the outline is due on the last day of class. The basic outline for a 
typical prospectus is found in Qualitative Research, 80–82. 

3. Prospectus:  Your prospectus will be due on Monday of the final week of the fall semester. 
It will be graded on the basis of Turabian form and style, research design, and content. 
Remember you must use 12 pt. Courier New font. The prospectus must be no longer than 16 
pages. Final grade will be given after the spring semester, once your assigned faculty 
committee approves the prospectus during the spring semester.  Final approval must be given 
by no later than the last week of the spring semester.  

4. Exam: A study sheet for the exam is located on Canvas. 
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Grading 

Assignments Points 
Canvas Assignments     
• Context Descriptions 25 
• Initial Problem and Purpose Statements 25 
• Readings Discussion Questions 50 
Exam      100 
Working Outline    100 
Prospectus     300 
Support and Critique of Colleagues (in-class 
participation)  

100 

     
Total     700 
  

A = 630 points 
B = 560 points 
C = 490 points 

 

  
Seminar Schedule: October 10–15, 2022 
Date Topic Assignments 

Canvas Pre-Class Assignments 

September 6  Context Description 

September 13  Book Discussion Question 

September 20  Initial Problem and Purpose 
Statements 

September 27  Abstract 

Monday Morning Syllabus 

Overview  

Institutional Research Board (IRB) 
Requirements. See 
https://www.harding.edu/irb  

 

Exam 

Complete the appropriate 
IRB form. 

Monday Afternoon (tentative) The Use of Library and Internet 
Resources for Conducting Research 
in Ministry. See 
https://hst.edu/library/research-tools/  
 
Working lunch with (Zotero, a 
management system for organizing 
dissertations and theses) 
 

 

https://www.harding.edu/irb
https://hst.edu/library/research-tools/
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Refresher Course on Use of 
Turabian     

Tuesday Morning Context Descriptions 

A library orientation time will be 
scheduled (tbd) 

 

Tuesday Afternoon Problem & Purpose Statements First Draft of Outline 

Wednesday Morning Working Outline  

Wednesday Afternoon Working Outline  

Thursday Morning Working Outline  

Thursday Afternoon Working Outline  

Friday Morning Working Outline  

Friday Afternoon Working Outline  

Saturday Morning Working Outline  

Saturday Afternoon Working Outline Working Outline Completed 

Nov 1, 2022  First draft of the prospectus 
due 

Dec 5, 2022  Final prospectus due 

 
Test Study Guide  

1. What is the purpose of a DMin degree and how does the project/dissertation facilitate the fulfillment of 
that purpose? 

2. What is “applied” theology? What alternative to “applied” theology does Sensing propose? 
3. What are the elements of a typical prospectus outline?  
4. What are the elements of a typical thesis outline?  
5. How do you understand the nature of chapter 2 of the thesis? 
6. Where do problem statements come from? 
7. How do problem and purpose statements relate?  
8. What does the phrase DO LESS, MORE THOROUGHLY mean?  
9. What does Sensing mean when he describes doing “first things first”?  
10. Define: “limitations,” “delimitations,” “assumptions,” and “definitions.” How can these terms 

sometimes overlap to your advantage? 
11. What are at least five key elements of good ethical practice for research? 
12. Why are DMin projects often, but not always, classified as non-research? 
13. Define “reflexivity”. 
14. What is “Participatory Action Research”?  
15. What is “human subjects research” and why is Participatory Action Research often excluded from the 

definition? 
16. What does Sensing say about quantitative research?  
17. What is the difference between “multi-methods” and “mixed” research? 
18. What is included in the methodology chapter?  
19. Compare and contrast “key informants,” “stakeholders,” and “gatekeepers.” 
20. What is a protocol as used in the book? 
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21. What is “purposive” sampling? What is “maximum variation” sampling? 
22. What is triangulation? 

• What are the 4 types of triangulation? Which type does Sensing recommend?  
• What are the 3 angles of triangulation? 
• What are the tools appropriate for each angle of evaluation?  

23. What is the primary research tool? What does it mean that the researcher is the primary tool?  
24. What is the heuristic use of field notes?  

• What is the 2–column method for taking field notes? 
• What is one way to expand field notes or the 3–column method? 

12. Who is a “participant observer” and why would you need one? 
13. What is documentary analysis?  
14. What is “thick description”? 
15. What documents will you need to analyze?  
16. What is coding? Where do your primary codes (initial codes) come from? Where do your secondary 

codes come from? 
17. Define themes, slippages, and silences? Convergence & divergence? Where do themes come from? 
18. Data findings are reported where? What is the best way to organize chapter 4? 
19. Define the terms found in chapter 5. 

• Trustworthiness  
• Applicability  
• Dependability  
• Credibility  

• Reflexivity  
• Significance and Implications 
• Sustainability

 
 


